2nd Award Ceremony for NTT Technical Review Held

The 2nd Award Ceremony for NTT Technical publications (NTT Technical Journal (in Japanese) and NTT Technical Review (in English)) was held on June 16 at the NTT head office in Tokyo. For the NTT Technical Review, one set of outstanding papers was selected from among the Selected Papers and Special Feature Articles and one outstanding paper was selected from among the Regular Papers and Letters for 2005.

Dr. Haruhisa Ichikawa, editorial supervisor of the NTT Technical Review and the director of NTT Science and Core Technology Laboratory Group, presented award certificates and supplementary awards. The award recipients shared interesting stories about their papers and the authors of the selected papers demonstrated their novel yellow laser in the ceremony. The award ceremony was followed by a very amiable get-together between the award recipients and the editors of these publications. The award-winning papers for the NTT Technical Review are listed below.

NTT Technical Review: 2nd Award Ceremony for Outstanding Papers for 2005

Selected Papers: Applications of Telecom Light Sources to Non-telecom Fields
(Vol. 3, No. 8, pp. 12-31)
Mitsuru Sugo†1, Hiroyuki Suzuki†1, Yasuhiro Kondo†1, Yoshihiko Nishida†1, Masaki Asobe†1, Yasuo Shibata†1, Manabu Mitsuhara†1, and Takao Watanabe†2
†1 NTT Photonics Laboratories
†2 Hirosaki University

Regular Paper: Evaluation of Visual Fatigue in Viewing a Depth-fused 3-D Display in Comparison with a 2-D Display
(Vol. 3, No. 12, pp. 82-89)
Shiro Suyama†1, Hideaki Takada†1, Kenji Nakazawa†1, Yasuo Ishigure†2, Jun Hosohata†3, Takashi Fujikado†3, and Yasuko Takao†4
†1 NTT Cyber Space Laboratories
†2 NTT DATA
†3 Osaka University
†4 Yukioka Hospital

* Note that authors’ affiliations are those at the time of receiving the awards.